
Job Report

HVAC EQUIPMENT 
FOR STATE OF THE ART 
RESEARCH VESSEL

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
• Polar Research Vessel

• Yard: Fincantieri Genoa

• Owner: Norwegian Institute for Marine Research

The Norwegian Institute for Marine Research is building a 

new state of the art Polar Research Vessel to be available 

for the Norwegian Polar Institute in Tromsø and the arctic 

departments of the University of Tromsø. 

“FF KRONPRINS HAAKON” will be 100m long with accom-

modation for 55 persons in 38 cabins. Up to 40 of these 

persons will be researchers and students. It will be one of 

the world’s most sophisticated research vessels with 15 

laboratories onboard and possibilities for carrying up to 22 

additional containerized laboratories. 

The ship will be used for a variety of tasks in the Arctic and 

Antarctic areas, like oceanography, hydrology, marine biology 

and geology. 

CHALLENGES
The vessel holds a wide variety of special class notations in 

addition to project specific strict vibration requirements. The 

numerous laboratories all requires special designed air-con-

ditioning and ventilations systems. For this purpose, Novenco 

interviewed researchers within the IMR organization. 
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HVAC EQUIPMENT
FOR STATE OF THE ART RESEARCH VESSEL

SCOPE OF WORK
Complete HVAC&R systems for the vessel, including lab 

cooling:

• Air handling units with enthalpy exchangers

• Cabin units with built-in electrical heating

• Winter humidification

• Defroster system in Wheelhouse

• Fans in accommodation

• Fans for laboratories

• Galley air-conditioning and ventilation systems

• Engine room fans incl. polar heating and by-pass sys-

tems

• Fans for technical rooms

• Cooling systems for technical rooms

• Chiller units and all components in the chilled water 

system

• Control systems

• Cooling system for Controlled Climate Laboratories

• Temperature controlled seawater supply systems for 

laboratories

• External louvers

• Fan heating systems for technical rooms

• Radiator heating systems accommodation

• VAV systems for five zones (to save energy)

SOLUTION
To design a ship like this it requires a close relation and good 

communication between supplier, yard, owner and designer. 

Novenco uses our local office in Trieste, Italy and our office 

in Bergen, Norway to secure these qualities into the project. 

Novenco’s extensive experience with these kinds of ships 

secures a functional design in accordance with regulations 

and in accordance with yard and owner preferences. Our 

wide range of products from our factories secure the prod-

uct quality needed for a long lifetime in operation in distant 

areas.
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Figure 2: Re-Heat Enthalpy Exchanger  


